Bringing your valuable information to your fingertips

BOOMWIZ

Complete boom
management
Challenges
Coastal groups are responsible for managing
the entire process of harvesting logs, sorting
them and transferring to booms, applying for
export permits and selling them/shipping them
via water transportation.
A boom is made up of many logs/bundles,
each with its own properties, sources, sort
code, quality etc., and a boom may only accept certain kinds of logs.
Sorting the logs and ensuring each boom gets
the correct logs, while keeping track of all this
information, can be tedious and difficult.
Coastal groups also have to manage boom
gear, contracts, rates, transactions, and transportation.
3LOG software bridges the gap between onshore log inventory management and in-water
boom inventory management.
Continue reading to find out how BoomWiz

BoomWiz solution
Complete boom life cycle support: logging, quality, loading,
delivery, sorting, bundling, booming, towing, boom purchase
and sale, settlement generation, invoicing and export application.
Live and automated bundle/boom creation.
Integrates with latest hand held solutions for scaling and inventory management.
FIFO, LIFO and TAG scanning support with load/log CUTOFF and inventory reporting and reconciliation.
Sorting specification, symbols/colors and edit checks with real
time sync/export to scaling systems.
Stores full log details including metric, FBM, Scribner and
other scales and virtualizes logs for weight scale to lower scaling costs and provide more detail.
Manages towing orders, shipping, barge trips and boom movement including storage invoicing.
Tracks boom gear used/new including boomsticks. Automated
gear inventory management by site including client gear account balances, transfers, purchases and sales.
Complete EXCOL/LEXIS log export support, weight and
pieces scaled including application and permit status management. Automated XML transfer of export application data to
the ministry. Supports weigh scale boom export sampling
rules.
Compliant with HBS requirements and HBS Certified
Tracks long term trade agreements with customers

Benefits

Features
Intuitive and efficient LIMS user interface.
Customizable and interactive system with flexible and
easy to use ad hoc filters, favorites, shortcuts and reports
HBS Certified and LEXIS/EXCOL ready.
Configurable and versatile supports various inventory
processes around boom/bundle creation and management, inventory reconciliation, sort out scales, back
scales, rescales and volume difference accounting.
Easy to automate with capability to schedule routine
tasks and streamline main business flows.
Open for integration with external systems with builtin and easy to use and configure import/export tools
including integration with MS Excel, WeighWizBC,
scaling software, financial systems, government systems and more.

Benefits
Increases control over inventory
Reduces operational costs
Boosts productivity and efficiency
Minimizes employee training
Integrates with existing systems
Offers a specific solution for the BC Region
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